Cardiovascular disease as a leading cause of death: how are pharmacists getting involved?
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Abstract: Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are a leading cause of death globally. This article explores the evidence surrounding community pharmacist interventions to reduce cardiovascular events and related mortality and to improve the management of CVD risk factors. We summarize a range of systematic reviews and leading randomized controlled trials and provide critical appraisal. Major observations are that very few trials directly measure clinical outcomes, potentially owing to a range of challenges in this regard. By contrast, there is an extensive, high-quality evidence to suggest that improvements can be achieved for key CVD risk factors such as hypertension, dyslipidemia, tobacco use, and elevated hemoglobin A1c. The heterogeneity of interventions tested and considerable variation of the context under which implementation occurred suggest that caution is warranted in the interpretation of meta-analyses. It is highly important to generate evidence for pharmacist interventions in developing countries where a majority of the global CVD burden will be experienced in the near future. A growing capacity for clinical registry trials and data linkage might allow future research to collect clinical outcomes data more often.
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Current trends in cardiovascular disease

Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are a leading cause of mortality internationally. When combined, ischemic heart disease and all forms of stroke were the attributed causes of death for an estimated 13 million people globally in 2010, a quarter of the global total (increased from just one in five deaths 20 years earlier). This increase hides a considerable variation in trends and in epidemiology for different regions of the world. As a general rule, developed regions such as Western Europe, North America, and Australia/New Zealand are considered to be in the fourth (highly advanced) stage of what is known as the “epidemiological transition” of health burden. From a cardiovascular (CV) point of view, epidemiological transition suggests that developed societies will experience a reduction in infection-related conditions such as rheumatic heart disease and nutrition deficiency–induced conditions affecting heart muscle. Conversely, in emerging economies, there is a pronounced increase in age-adjusted incidence of noncommunicable diseases such as CVD induced by changing lifestyles and increasing life expectancies.

This epidemiological transition evolves alongside various social and economic developments – the fourth stage typically produces a decline in CVD incidence as countries implement systems to better prevent and treat CV conditions. Age-adjusted mortality rates attributed to CVD have declined consistently and considerably over...
the past three or four decades in developed countries, perhaps creating some complacency that the challenge is over. However, the decline in crude mortality rates has tailed off in recent years as an aging society and increased prevalence of obesity and diabetes offset the gains made in other areas. Repeated population surveys identify the considerable evidence-treatment gaps for common CVD risk factors such as hypertension and high cholesterol. Health services in many developed countries are now bracing themselves not just only for anticipated increases in obesity and diabetes as the population ages but also for related rises in conditions such as atrial fibrillation, heart failure, and chronic kidney disease.

There are two general approaches to reducing the CVD burden, which can operate in concert with each other. The first is to apply measures across the community with the aim of encouraging population-wide shifts toward healthier behaviors. Such initiatives are often at a policy level and include initiatives such as taxes on sugar-sweetened drinks or tobacco, health advertising, or enabling active transport options such as cycle lanes in local communities. Health professionals working in clinical settings tend to focus most of their efforts on the second approach, which involves identifying and working with elevated-risk individuals to prevent or manage CVD, its risk factors, and its complications. At the earliest stages, this involves active screening for risk of disease so that any elevated risk can be addressed early. For an established risk of disease, prevention and management in primary care are multifaceted, but will typically involve lifestyle modification support and, where appropriate, the use of medications.

The focus of this article is to consider the evidence base for community pharmacy interventions in the context of contemporary care to reduce the impact of CVD mortality. Such a role in disease management for CVD is well established internationally for hospital pharmacists, but formalizing such a role of primary-care pharmacists (PCPs), including community pharmacists, is still evolving. There is a clear logic to the involvement of community pharmacists. They offer ready access to care through their convenient locations and opportunistic interventions for those with elevated CVD risk or established CVD. Unlike many health professionals, they have extensive medicines’ knowledge and can provide a holistic view of therapy. As the population with CVD becomes older, care becomes fragmented and uncoordinated while the presence of comorbidities makes treatment decisions more complex. The broad knowledge of medication that pharmacists possess appears to position the professional particularly well to provide critical input to issues such as explaining treatment options, drug–drug interactions, and dosage adjustment and to initiate shared decision-making around therapy initiation and even deprescribing in some patients.

Methods
We first conducted a brief scoping search for systematic reviews in EMBASE using relevant terms to explore the nature and extent of evidence for community pharmacist interventions to reduce CVD mortality. This literature search was performed to supplement the authors’ existing knowledge of the key literature. The EMBASE review combined the results of three searches that used appropriate terms to identify studies of 1) common CVD risk factors, established CVDs, health promotion, and common CV events; 2) pharmacist and pharmacy services (clinical or community); and 3) terms that describe a review of existing literature. Specific search terms used are outlined in Box 1 (Search 1). Hospital and clinical pharmacist search terms were included. Although such pharmacy services were not the focus of the search, they are frequently combined with community pharmacy services in systematic reviews, and it was uncertain whether clinical pharmacists might be performing relevant duties in a primary care setting. Published reviews were examined in detail if pharmacist interventions were the key focus, or if the abstract identified the inclusion of pharmacist studies. While we searched for systematic reviews, we also considered findings from other relevant literature reviews in our search results. As this article was not designed as a formal systematic review, we did not apply quality filters to the articles. Rather, we sought to describe all of the relevant literature identified so that important shortcomings in the available evidence base could also be described. A brief search for economic evaluations of pharmacist interventions with a CV component was added (Box 1, Search 2).

Overview of the literature
Most CVD-specific systematic reviews identified in this area related to pharmacist interventions for CVD risk factors, diabetes, heart failure, anticoagulation, and secondary prevention generally. We also explored systematic reviews that evaluated general medication management services by pharmacists for CVD-related outcomes, acknowledging that many pharmacist services for people with CVD are delivered under such a framework. We briefly summarized the evidence around hospital pharmacists as part of this literature overview for several reasons. While there are obvious differences in
Evidence of mortality reduction through CVD risk factor management

Several systematic reviews examined the impact of pharmacist interventions relating specifically to hypertension, dyslipidemia, smoking cessation, and sleep apnea, alongside a review of interventions for CVD risk factors more generally.

Hypertension was the most commonly reviewed risk factor, reflecting the large number of pharmacist studies in this area and prevalence of the condition. Intervention scope varied and included disease management, medication management, and medication adherence interventions. None of the reviews examined the impact on mortality or CV events, a reflection of the general absence of these data from trials. Equally, while reviews generally found a positive impact from pharmacist intervention, meta-analysis often did not examine the specific overall effect of community pharmacists, as distinct from pharmacists intervening in other settings.\textsuperscript{13–16} However, based on systematic reviews, there is a reasonable evidence to suggest a positive impact of pharmacist interventions on blood pressure (see next section).

Just like for hypertension, systematic reviews of community pharmacy services for CVD and diabetes risk screening, diabetes, obstructive sleep apnea, and management of hyperlipidemia all suggest a positive impact, but with a focus on outcomes that related to the process of care rather than to clinically relevant endpoints. For example, in reviews of patients with diabetes receiving pharmacist interventions, extensive evidence is documented of significant improvements in hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c), a key measure of diabetes control, as well as medication adherence, patient knowledge, and other CVD risk factors such as cholesterol and blood pressure.\textsuperscript{17–23} The Asheville Project demonstrates the potential to implement complex interventions and produce meaningful, long-term improvements in risk factors such as HbA1c.\textsuperscript{24} Clifford et al demonstrated significant reductions in both HbA1c and, using a validated risk algorithm, median 10-year risk of CVD and stroke onset (from 26.1% to 20.3% in the intervention group) in patients who received pharmaceutical care, compared with control group participants whose CVD risk slightly increased.\textsuperscript{25} Moreover, an independent positive effect was observed from pharmaceutical care that was above and beyond the benefits of therapy changes. However, evidence that the interventions above can deliver a prospectively assessed and meaningful reduction in hard endpoints such as CV events, CVD onset, and CV-related mortality associated with such interventions appears to be missing.\textsuperscript{17–22} This apparent absence of clinical endpoints mirrors the conclusion of a recent systematic review examining the impact of all pharmacist interventions and which examined CVD outcomes, all-cause mortality, and other outcomes.\textsuperscript{26} There is also commentary in the systematic review literature about the need to improve the general quality of pharmacist studies in this area.\textsuperscript{18,27}

The Canadian Cardiovascular Health Awareness Program study is a notable exception to the limitations of evidence cited above.\textsuperscript{28} This was a well-conducted cluster randomized...
controlled trial (RCT) where communities in the intervention arm, with volunteers working in conjunction with pharmacists to deliver pharmacy screening for hypertension, experienced a 9% reduction in cardiac admissions compared with communities who received usual care. This study was conducted using discrete rural communities as clusters to overcome the challenge of intervention contamination. This approach allowed changes in cardiac admission rates for intervention versus control communities to be reasonably attributed to the intervention owing to the relatively isolated health system from a data perspective. The obvious shortcoming of relying on this population approach to outcomes data is the inability to test effectiveness in urban settings where the context for care might be different. For example, if treatment is received in different localities to patients’ residence, or the hospital where they would be admitted for a cardiac event, intervention contamination and dilution of effect are risks. Rapidly advancing data-linkage technology now provides the opportunity to track individuals who receive pharmacist care so that long-term outcomes can be established at an individual patient level. This would allow a more compelling case to be established around the impact of pharmacist care to reduce CVD risk. The feasibility of data linkage – using patient identifiers to link local patient care records with health outcome information on other databases (e.g., mortality registers) – might enable the tracking of outcomes following pharmacist intervention. This has been demonstrated in some settings already, e.g., by Roughead et al who demonstrated significantly reduced rates of hospitalization due to bleeding among veterans who were prescribed anticoagulants, among those who received medication review by pharmacists compared with those who did not.29

**Evidence of mortality benefit for patients with established CVD**

A smaller number of reviews appear to have been conducted which examine the role of community pharmacists in the management of established heart disease, when compared with reviews of community pharmacist interventions for risk factors including diabetes. Interestingly, Altowaijri et al’s review of clinical pharmacist interventions for CVD in any setting found six trials examining mortality benefits from pharmacist interventions;30 four of the six studies reported to demonstrate positive mortality or disease control outcomes were all focused on outpatients, whereas the other two were community pharmacy studies. It is important to note that these community pharmacist interventions were described as education-only in nature and did not involve active medication management roles as many of the hospital studies did.30 Observed in closer detail, the first study was effectively a diuretic treatment adherence study from the Netherlands involving 152 patients with heart failure who were randomized to monthly pharmacist interviews for 6 months or usual care.31 In addition to having a relatively narrow scope for intervention, the study was only powered to detect its primary outcome, noncompliance, and so the absence of significant improvements for secondary clinical endpoints, should be interpreted in the context of the trial’s scope.

The other trial was the MEDMAN RCT from the UK involving 293 patients with heart failure.32 The intervention involved pharmacists providing medication review and lifestyle modification support over two visits to each patient’s home. The trial outcomes provided no evidence to suggest improvements in hospitalization rates at 6 months (the primary outcome) or mortality. Conversely, a nonsignificant increase in mortality and health service use was observed in the intervention group. There are a number of factors that could explain the absence of a positive effect. Notable among these is the fact that only half of the intervention pharmacist recommendations were acted upon by the patient’s general practitioner (GP), while health behaviors were perhaps better than expected at baseline and rendered lifestyle modification advice largely unnecessary (e.g., only six of 149 intervention patients smoked, most patients did not drink alcohol). As such, the impact of the intervention on treatment may have been less than expected.

The greater ability of hospital-based pharmacists, acting in multidisciplinary teams, to ensure follow-through on therapy recommendations may help to explain the positive results observed in that setting. Other reviews confirm a shortage of “hard” endpoints in relevant community pharmacist trials.33,34 An extensive 2016 review of 26 pharmacist interventions for heart failure and acute coronary syndrome confirmed a continuing lack of high-quality trials with hard endpoints, although it did also report the Heart failure and Optimal Outcomes from Pharmacy Study trial in primary care.35 This trial randomized 87 practices with 1,090 eligible patients with left ventricular systolic dysfunction, to receive PCP intervention or usual care. No significant differences were observed between groups in the primary outcome, the composite of death from any cause or hospital admission for worsening heart failure, or other hard endpoints.

Warfarin management is another area where there is compelling outcome evidence in support of clinical pharmacy services compared with usual medical management.36,37 Meta-analyses suggest reduced rates of major bleeds and
potentially reduced rates of thromboembolic events and also high rates of time in therapeutic range relative to usual care. Correspondingly, individual studies examining community pharmacist interventions seem to indicate the potential for high-quality care and impressive international normalized ratio (INR) control – eg, a pre–post intervention study by Harrison et al found that time within therapeutic INR range increased significantly when anticoagulant management was switched from GPs (62%) to pharmacists (79%). However, we are unaware of any attempts to examine the impact on clinical outcomes of switching to pharmacist-led care. We were also unable to identify any systematic review of community pharmacist interventions for the management of stroke, kidney disease, and peripheral vascular disease or the prevention of complications associated with CVD. This is despite often relatively extensive studies and relevant systematic reviews to determine the efficacy of similar interventions by clinical pharmacists.

Evidence of intermediate health gains from community pharmacist interventions

The absence of extensive evidence around mortality benefits from community pharmacist interventions needs to be considered in light of the other available evidence – lack of evidence of an effect is not the same as the absence of an effect. It may be explained by the relative difficulty of linking participant data in community pharmacy to CV and mortality outcomes until relatively recently in most countries and by inadequate research budgets and time frames which necessitate short-term and affordable outcomes such as adherence and risk factor measurements. There are compelling arguments in terms of disease detection and control of risk factors, alluded to above, which tend to suggest a strong potential for the reduction of CVD risk when considered in aggregate. This section summarizes some of the key evidence in this regard and considers other issues relevant to feasibility and acceptability.

CVD risk factor monitoring and management

Globally, community pharmacists have provided interventions aimed at reducing modifiable CVD risk factors including smoking cessation, weight loss, and control of blood pressure and lipid levels. The value of these interventions has been well documented in the literature.

The effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of community-pharmacist smoking cessation interventions have been suggested in several reviews. Blenkinsopp et al reviewed two RCTs and three nonrandomized experimental studies. In both RCTs, pharmacists underwent training in the Stages of Change model to help them offer evidence-based advice. Outcome measures included self-reported smoking cessation rates, but the time points differed in the two RCTs having significant differences in abstinence rates between the control and the intervention groups at 1 year (2.7% and 14.3%, respectively). The smoking cessation rates and health economic analysis of the two trials demonstrated that smoking cessation programs in community pharmacies were effective and cost-effective.

A systematic review of smoking cessation trials involving pharmacist interventions by Brown et al included 12 studies, 10 of which were RCTs. Interventions included behavioral support, nicotine replacement therapy, and photoaging, while controls received usual care. Five of the 12 studies showed that the intervention had significant effects on improving abstinence rates, and the four studies that reported cost-effectiveness analysis found that the intervention was cost-effective. In the same review, Brown et al also looked at five studies on weight loss interventions in community pharmacies. All studies compared a weight loss intervention in the community pharmacy (combinations of meal replacement, low-calorie diet, exercise, and orlistat) with similar interventions in other primary care settings, commercial weight loss programs, or another intervention in the community pharmacy, ie, participants in both intervention and control arms received “active” interventions. Pharmacy interventions resulted in weight reductions similar to those obtained with active interventions in other healthcare settings. In terms of cost-effectiveness, however, pharmacy-based interventions were similar in cost to interventions in other healthcare settings and were more expensive than commercial weight loss programs. The duration of the intervention appeared to be a key factor determining the effectiveness of community-pharmacy-delivered weight loss and smoking cessation interventions, probably reflecting the benefits of ongoing monitoring, and support for ongoing maintenance and relapse prevention that extended interventions facilitate for health behavior change.

Several RCTs and meta-analyses have found benefits from community pharmacist interventions for the management of CVD risk factors such as hypertension and dyslipidemia. Blenkinsopp et al analyzed the results of two RCTs, two observational studies, and two uncontrolled studies. The
A more focused review of 16 RCTs by Cheema et al,28 specifically explored RCTs of hypertension in community pharmacy. Eleven trials included quantitative studies used for meta-analysis (n=2246) and were principally from developed countries, with the exception of a study from Thailand. These reinforce the positive findings of Carter et al,47 demonstrating a moderate pooled impact both for SBP and DBP overall, for both populations with and without CV health conditions. Interventions included education on hypertension, its drug treatment and lifestyle, advice on improving adherence, and the identification and reporting of drug-related problems. All eleven studies included in the meta-analysis showed significant improvements in SBP and DBP as a result of pharmacist intervention. Six of the eleven studies examined the effects on BP in patients with CVD comorbidities and the remaining five examined the effects in patients without CVD problems; the reduction was found to be significant in both cases.

Another meta-analysis by Santschi et al,29 examining pharmacist interventions for hypertension in any setting, included 39 studies, of which six trials were conducted in community pharmacies and two trials in both outpatient clinics and community pharmacies. This meta-analysis found that pharmacist interventions set in community pharmacies produced a slightly larger (but nonsignificant) reduction in blood pressure.

A review by Brown et al30 recommended regular pharmacist review to maintain the positive effects on SBP and confirmed that the most effective interventions are regular review and drug therapy modification in collaboration with the other members of the healthcare team.

Pharmacist interventions being examined to reduce CVD risk increasingly consider multifaceted and complex interventions that address multiple risk factors. The RxEACH was an RCT in 56 community pharmacies in Canada. It assessed the difference in change in CVD risk between participants who received the pharmacist intervention and
mostly undertaken by giving participants a printout of their reported, but in the studies that did describe this, referral was methodology for participants who had high CVD risk was poorly referral uptake rate in GP-initiated screening. The referral however, low in most studies, especially when compared with dyslipidemia, and diabetes. The uptake of referral rate was, previously unknown CVD risk factors such as hypertension, cases, identified a significant number of participants who had Pharmacy CVD screening, which was opportunistic in most those who appeared to be at risk underwent blood testing. were screened noninvasively first, using validated tools, and the intervention on certain parameters such as LDL, HbA1c, and blood pressure. Findings are also limited in their generalizability to other countries, as the scope of community pharmacy practice (eg, prescribing) may not be as wide as that in the study setting (Alberta, Canada). However, a small number of health promotion–focused interventions in other jurisdictions suggest that meaningful reductions in absolute CVD risk and multiple individual risk factors might also be achievable for pharmacists without authority to prescribe and that intervention fidelity can be maintained by pharmacists for quite complex behavioral interventions.

Screening for undiagnosed CVD and risk factors In theory, positive health gains should result if pharmacists can detect undiagnosed chronic diseases and directly manage to ensure the initiation of evidence-based therapies. A large body of evidence demonstrated the feasibility of community pharmacies as screening sites for CVDs. Willis et al reviewed 16 studies from North America, the UK, Australia, Switzerland, and Thailand. Two studies were RCTs, and five studies used a sequential strategy, where participants were screened noninvasively first, using validated tools, and those who appeared to be at risk underwent blood testing. Pharmacy CVD screening, which was opportunistic in most cases, identified a significant number of participants who had previously unknown CVD risk factors such as hypertension, dyslipidemia, and diabetes. The uptake of referral rate was, however, low in most studies, especially when compared with referral uptake rate in GP-initiated screening. The referral method for participants who had high CVD risk was poorly reported, but in the studies that did describe this, referral was mostly undertaken by giving participants a printout of their screening results and asking them to visit their physician. These findings highlight the need for improving the relationship between pharmacists and physicians through better and more structured referral methods to ensure appropriate levels of referral uptake. One of the advantages associated with achieving a high uptake of referral is to reduce the cost of screening per detected case and make the screening service more financially viable.

Community pharmacy-based CVD screening has also been shown to be effective at targeting hard-to-reach groups of the population such as males, underprivileged communities, and ethnic minorities.

Pharmacist initiated–screening programs for CVDs have been successful. Several studies reported the effectiveness and acceptability of these programs that used validated tools and affordable devices such as handheld dopplers and iPhones, in identifying patients with previously undiagnosed peripheral arterial disease and atrial fibrillation. In a systematic review of pharmacy-based screening, by Ayorinde et al, it was recommended that future pharmacy-based screening studies need to compare their effectiveness and cost with screening initiatives provided by other professionals. The need for developing strategies to improve the adherence of participants to pharmacist advice was also emphasized.

Discussion Repeated studies and systematic reviews demonstrate the benefits of pharmacist interventions to better control CVD risk factors and the health behaviors of patients. One might surmise the studies above by saying that the weight of evidence is in favor of community pharmacist interventions as a means of reducing CV-related mortality, but it remains inconclusive. Such studies often validate the causal relationship between pharmacist intervention and intermediate patient outcomes by demonstrating the impact of the intervention on mediating outcomes such as patient knowledge, health behaviors including medication adherence, the quality of prescribing, and clinician inertia around disease management. Unfortunately, few studies have been planned or powered to determine the impact on the rates of clinically important outcomes such as CV events, mortality, or hospitalizations.

For the few studies available with clinical outcomes as primary endpoints, there are mixed results. It is important in this instance to consider the pharmacy context and the nature of the intervention.

Converting the spectrum of trial-based interventions into established and funded work practices has occurred to varying extents in a number of countries. As the range of such services expands, pharmacists will be in a better
position to tailor their interventions to the needs of individuals by selection from screening, advice, referral, adherence advice at the time of dispensing, review of the full range of prescribed medication, and therapeutic drug monitoring for drugs such as warfarin to clinical review on referral by the patient’s GP of the prescribed therapy against the diagnosis and current laboratory data. Successful implementation will be underpinned by comprehensive training for pharmacists in CVD and appropriate application of the services available.

Even within the few developed countries where most trials have been conducted, community pharmacists’ scope of practice varies considerably across key areas such as rights to prescribe, order pathology tests, and administer medicines. In the same vein, pharmacy culture, public expectations of pharmacy, and the quality of medical care are also likely to vary considerably. The heterogeneity of context and interventions suggests that caution should be applied to any pooling of trial results. It might be wiser to understand the nature and context for effective and ineffective interventions so that we develop a more sophisticated understanding of how interventions should be tailored to meet the needs of given population. To this end, we need considerably more trials from developing countries – it is expected that the number of people in developing regions with diabetes in 2030 will be 69% higher than that in the 2010 figure. Almost one third (149 million) of a projected 439 million with diabetes globally in 2030 are anticipated to live in China and India. Culturally tailored approaches to diabetes care are essential, but we are unaware of any trials or even feasibility studies in the international literature from these and many other countries where diabetes and CVD prevalence are rapidly growing.

In some developing countries, the capacity to undertake pharmacy-based studies of CVD interventions or to implement proven programs will be limited by the absence of a strong community pharmacy network, or where pharmacies do exist, the absence of fully qualified pharmacists.

The often-interdisciplinary nature of healthcare delivery for pharmacist-delivered interventions also adds complication to the interpretation of trial results. In areas such as medication review and screening, improved health outcomes typically rely on a primary care physician to act on pharmacist recommendations or notification of a positive screening. With pharmacist intervention studies, we should be mindful therefore that we are typically examining the impact of tweaking one element of a complex care process involving multiple professionals and many health system settings that drive professional behavior. The MEDMAN trial, where GPs did not follow up on many of the pharmacist recommendations as part of a collaborative review, offers a salient example. The pharmacist reviews and recommendations might have produced significant health improvements if they had been implemented, but there was a widespread failure to adopt recommendations. The complexity of such interventions is often overlooked, and they are simply characterized as ineffective. It is indeed true to say that the trial did not achieve a statistically significant primary outcome in the circumstances, but it would be wrong to conclude that pharmacist reviews are therefore not worthwhile.

Taking the concept of complex interventions further, it might be that the pharmacist review offers substantial benefits for patients but that other settings within the intervention chain need to be adapted to achieve these benefits. For example, Zillich et al identified the considerable importance of a prior working relationship for the delivery of effective collaborative interventions in primary care. Health service trials often rely on newly established relationships between professionals to test a novel intervention; hence, the real benefit may only emerge after months or years when trust has been established and processes for collaboration have become more efficient and reliable. Health system settings can also have unintended consequences. For example, work exploring management of multimorbidity and polypharmacy in Australia suggested that remuneration systems for medication reviews might have a considerable impact on the quality of care. A flat payment for pharmacist reviewers was considered a disincentive by some pharmacists to spending extra time with more complex patients. Likewise, one-off payments to GPs for a medication review appeared to disincentivize commitment toward ongoing implementation of pharmacist recommendations. Several further studies identify factors at a practitioner, practice organization, and policy level, which appear to influence the quality and extent of service implementation for CVD risk reduction in community pharmacy. Embedding comprehensive process evaluations within RCTs should be a priority so that the roles of both context and intervention in delivering an outcome can be understood.

In the climate of economic rationalism that currently pervades many health systems, the need to generate evidence of improvements in terms of hard outcomes has grown considerably. This is challenging for community pharmacy intervention trials – funding requirements often mean that time frames are too short and resources are too limited to enable adequately powered studies or individual patient follow-up. Data-linkage technology provides opportunity in some healthcare systems.
to follow up patient cohorts beyond the life of the initial study. This would offer the opportunity to link trial participants with outcomes from registry and mortality databases after trial completion, but to date, this has not been widely employed for studies of CV interventions in pharmacy.

It seems inevitable that the pharmacist delivery of CV-related services will grow internationally. The international evidence around risk reduction is widespread and compelling, even if evidence of improved clinical outcomes is less common. Pharmacists already interact regularly with individuals who have established CVD and diabetes or risk thereof, making it convenient for patients to have services delivered there. It adds another opportunity for care in situations where evidence-treatment gaps are widespread or where medical workforce shortages are entrenched – including in rural and remote areas of developed countries and much of the developing world. Community pharmacists also have the necessary infrastructure, skills, and ethical background to deliver high-quality services, however. The importance of providing ever more evidence of improved clinical outcomes from these interventions will be the influence it may wield in terms of ensuring adequate third-party funding and acceptance by all stakeholders and consequent facilitation of benefits for both individual patients and entire populations.
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